
3 This chapter explores the ways faculty and staff work with students
to support their activism as well as the way students tap faculty
and staff to support their movements.
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Campus activism has been part of college life for centuries (Astin, 1975;
Hamrick, 1998). However, only recently have scholars and practitioners
examined the ways activism can lead to student learning and development.
The activism of the 1960s demonstrated the potential of activism to foster
a sense of democratic participation and to help students explore ways to
shape local, regional, and national politics, as well as social norms (Astin,
1975; Gaston-Gayles, Wolf-Wendel, Tuttle, Twombley, & Ward, 2004).

In this chapter, we build on this emerging understanding of the role of
student activism in student development by examining the ways students
can partner with faculty and staff on campus as a part of this learning pro-
cess. Through reviewing the results of a study on grassroots leadership on
college campuses, we describe the specific ways that partnering with faculty
and staff creates deeper and broader learning outcomes for students. We
also highlight how faculty and staff approach these partnerships as educa-
tors rather than pure activists, often working behind the scenes. Further, we
suggest ways campuses can create an environment that fosters these types
of partnerships that help students learn about democratic involvement. We
believe that an environment that supports activism is one that has greater
integrity and reflects the democratic ideals embraced by the United States.
What better way for campuses to prepare students than to demonstrate and
foster activism—one of the most important aspects of democratic engage-
ment (McTighe-Musil, 2013)? Before presenting our research, we review
some of the earlier studies that demonstrated the potential of activism to
create learning as well as the few studies on collective action among faculty,
staff, and students to improve student outcomes.
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Research on How Collective Action Among Faculty, Staff, and
Students in Grassroots Leadership Supports Student Learning

Research demonstrates that activism is a vehicle for student learning about
democratic process, citizenship, and leadership, an area of learning noted
as being in decline nationally among students (Astin, 1975; Hamrick,
1998; Rhoads, 1998; Tsui, 2000). Interestingly, most of the research focuses
on student activism in isolation of other stakeholder activism on campus.
Neither the ways students partner with faculty and staff on campus to
create change nor the roles of faculty and staff as mentors and partners for
students’ development through activism have been a part of these earlier
studies.

Only a small number of studies have examined and shown the poten-
tial of faculty and staff for helping to create civic learning and democratic
engagement through activism. Astin’s (1975) case-study research suggests
that students learn to vary their strategies by working with faculty; they
become better able to make decisions about whether to persuade or take
more coercive forms of demonstration to achieve their ends. Gaston-Gayles
et al. (2004) noted that student affairs professionals periodically took an
educational role to help students refine their requests to the administra-
tion, identify appropriate decision makers to consult, and help determine
and craft appropriate solutions to their concerns. By being a resource for
students on questions about leadership and organizational change, student
affairs professionals help expose students to new opportunities to learn and
develop. Rhoads, Saenz, and Carducci (2005) illustrated how students learn
the importance of working in coalitions through collaboration with faculty
and administrators in responding to the affirmative action case at the Uni-
versity of Michigan. In their research, they describe how administrators,
faculty, and students worked together in a coalition, which they likened
to a social movement, that was able to create greater change than if these
groups had worked separately. They linked agendas, sought to overcome re-
sistance through having greater numbers of individuals aligned, and aligned
messages, for example.

Building on this limited set of studies, this chapter highlights our study
that sought to examine ways that collective action leads to deep and broad
learning among students and to pinpoint the variety and types of learning
and ways faculty, staff, and students effectively work together. While ear-
lier studies allude to the role of faculty or staff, none of them intended to
try to understand the way such partnering supports student development;
therefore, they garnered few details.

Collective Action to Learn Civic Engagement Strategies

Building on earlier research about how students learn from activism, we ex-
amined the benefits of collective action among faculty, staff, and students.
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In this section, we describe research conducted on five campuses1 exam-
ining some ways that faculty, staff, and students worked together to create
change on their campus, in their communities, and across the nation; more
than just supporting students’ activism efforts, these collaborations and ac-
tivities resulted in student development. We also describe the approaches
the faculty and staff used as they created collective action with students and
demonstrate the type of learning that occurred as a result of these strategies.
The key learning outcomes that emerged in our study were (a) developing
plans for change, (b) determining strategies, (c) learning approaches to con-
sciousness raising, (d) learning the language of those in power and how “the
system” works, (e) understanding mediation and negotiation, (f) using data
to influence decision makers, and (g) navigating and overcoming obstacles
in the change process. While the list of key learnings was long, we highlight
some areas that help students learn to navigate as citizens and activists in
the future.

Developing Plans for Change. Students often approach change with
a narrow set of strategies; sometimes they only have one approach in mind.
Faculty and staff can help students to expand the repertoire of approaches
they take for change and can help them to think about change as an on-
going process requiring retooling and shifting over time. On one campus
where faculty and staff created a multicultural curriculum, it started with a
small effort—working in ethnic studies developing support and advocacy.
Eventually the faculty realized if they wanted the new curriculum to be
integrated across the campus, they needed to engage the academic senate
to implement broader curricular changes, alter hiring criteria, and develop
mentoring programs. They created a plan to influence and lobby various
faculty in schools and colleges and even wait for some retirements among
faculty who resisted their efforts. There were state policies, such as Proposi-
tion 209, a state ban on the use of race/ethnicity in publically funded college
admissions and scholarships, that appeared might support or hinder faculty
and staff efforts at certain points in time. And, faculty/staff proponents had
to get involved with state-level politics as well because state politics influ-
ence administrators and their willingness to provide resources and support
for initiatives. Sharing examples of how plans develop and change over time
and how new obstacles and power blocks can emerge also helps students
to understand that activism and civic engagement are multifaceted, involve
complex strategies, and shift as the efforts broaden.

Determining Strategies. The study found that faculty and staff could
also help students in identifying appropriate strategies that helped move
students’ efforts forward. On one of the campuses in the study, a group of
students wanted to create a lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender (LGBT)
center to better support students in the LGBT community. The students had
offered several proposals to the administration without success; therefore,
their focus was shifting toward protesting the administration. Staff members
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who were working with the students knew that resources were extremely
limited at the institution and that office space or resources would be very
difficult for almost any group to secure. They also knew from experience
that campus administrators were not typically swayed by open protests and
might instead dig in their heels in response. So, they suggested that the
students should consider alternative strategies that might meet their ob-
jectives, which could involve creating and presenting a different proposal
to the administration. The students’ staff partners contacted the head of
a research center on campus that focused on LGBT issues to solicit the
center’s input. Faculty members and staff decided that providing modest
funding for student groups and connecting them to a campus-wide task
force on LGBT issues could accomplish what the proposed center would
do without the high cost. This proposal went to the administration and
was approved. Through this process, students learned to examine multiple
strategies and determine ones that would be most successful within their
context.

Learning Approaches to Consciousness Raising. Students also
tended to think narrowly about how to raise campus and public conscious-
ness about their efforts or the issues they advocated; they mostly gravi-
tated to direct action such as protests or contacting the media. Faculty
and staff partners can help students understand that raising consciousness
is important at multiple levels and often involves utilizing various strate-
gies other than protests and contacting the media. Faculty and staff in
the study talked about how they used individual strategies (e.g., one-to-
one meetings, mentoring) to raise consciousness among colleagues. Shar-
ing these experiences with students can help faculty and staff to see par-
allels to their own efforts. Faculty and staff also introduced other groups
(such as alumni and community groups) and organizationally oriented ac-
tivities (such as starting a speaker series or invited lunches) to help raise
consciousness.

Holding protests and picketing can be important strategies to help
make stakeholders aware of an issue, but the vitality and potential of these
strategies for creating change can be diminished when they are the only
ones used. For example, one campus in our study was trying to get more at-
tention for the importance of immigration reform; individual students who
were behind these efforts were disappointed that their fellow students were
not as supportive as they had expected. While they garnered some media
attention, they failed to foster a better understanding of the issues among
their peers, which might have increased support for their efforts. Rather
than allowing these students to give up, faculty and staff helped them find
new ways to generate awareness by assisting them with sponsoring events,
holding discussions in residence halls, and suggesting course assignments
that could be incorporated in classes in order to get students supporting
immigration reform to think about some of the more individual strategies
to raise consciousness among their peers.
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Learning the Language of Those in Power and How “The System”
Works. Another part of navigating the change process is learning the
language of those in power and the processes that make a system work.
Each campus has its own culture, systems, and processes that affect change
and are themselves changed in different ways. Power relations—who holds
power, who tries to obstruct change, who is apathetic, and so on—also vary
in these different contexts. Faculty and staff members gain knowledge of
these processes and how they are shaped by power relations on campus
over time. Faculty and staff map the political landscape on campus, either
formally or informally, and identify what the administration (and other fac-
ulty and staff) considers to be priorities, as compared to what it does not
value. By doing so, faculty and staff begin to understand how things work;
they become attuned to the type of language that tends to persuade those
in power. Although faculty and staff learn to navigate these conditions over
time, this whole landscape will be unfamiliar to many students. So, faculty
and staff are able to help students to be attentive to these conditions and
learn how to map the landscape and important processes or factors that
make the system work.

On one campus, a group of faculty, staff, and students was working
to create a community environmental initiative but found that their efforts
were being thwarted and community members began to pull away support.
Staff members began to look for some clues about people on campus who
might be poisoning the well. Through their campus network, they identi-
fied that a senior member of the administration and a vocal faculty mem-
ber were planting seeds of doubt in the community. They were able to ob-
tain some information about their messaging (which was not public) so
they could counter their logic. For example, a senior faculty member might
be telling administrators that the students’ recycling program is extremely
costly. Once student leaders recognize this false information is being shared,
they can correct administrators’ impressions by letting them know the pro-
gram’s actual cost.

Understanding Mediation and Negotiation. Most students lack ex-
perience navigating complex institutional hierarchies; faculty and staff can
be instrumental in helping students understand how to approach the ad-
ministration with their agenda and make progress through mediation, skills
that are beneficial to future work in their professions and in the community.
Sometimes, faculty and staff even help students negotiate with the adminis-
tration. For example, on one campus, students (in conjunction with faculty
and staff) created a community farm, which was used to educate other stu-
dents about organic farming. Campus administrators and local residents,
who were concerned that the farm was creating health and safety hazards,
wanted to shut it down. They were upset that homeless persons were steal-
ing food from the farm and were beginning to loiter and leave waste around
the campus and the neighboring communities. The students did not mind
the homeless people using the farm and felt this added an additional benefit
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of feeding the homeless, not an original goal, but it seemed a worthy one.
Additionally, students did not see a problem with the homeless loitering on
campus; they felt the administrators were being uptight and too worried
about their image. The students did not want to negotiate with the admin-
istration, but their faculty and staff allies helped them to understand the
administration’s and community’s concerns; they helped bring the students
and administration together in order to make some compromises to allow
the farm to remain, while addressing some of the health and safety issues
that had been raised. Students reported a new awareness of the value of lis-
tening to concerns; they experienced how negotiation allowed both sides
to address their concerns constructively.

Using Data to Influence Decision Makers. Data can be an impor-
tant tool for persuading people in positions of authority to take action and
can be helpful in negotiating change. Faculty and staff help students to ap-
preciate the potential for data to influence leaders, as well as helping them
learn how to collect, analyze, and present data. For example, one group
of students wanted to significantly reduce their campus’s carbon footprint.
The administration had been clear that it was not interested in changing its
policies, but the students were determined to bring about a change. A fac-
ulty member saw an opportunity to help the students by creating projects
that would connect their experience to the curriculum. He created an as-
signment for an upcoming course that would allow students to study the
environmental impact of the campus such as its electrical or water usage.
He recruited several of the students to enroll in the course who had been
interested in the effort to reduce the carbon footprint. For the course assign-
ments, the students participated in activities such as collecting benchmark
data from other institutions, reviewing sustainability standards that were
developed by environmental organizations, and studying how resources
were used on the campus. To showcase their work and help get their data in
front of decision makers, their professor arranged for the students to make
a presentation to the trustees and the administration about the findings of
their projects. The students’ hard work paid off; the compelling data they
collected and presented to the administration and board persuaded them to
make some of the changes the students recommended. The students also
learned how change can be affected by creating and using data to influence
decision making.

Navigating and Overcoming Obstacles in the Change Process.
Most students lack experience navigating complex institutional hierarchies
and power conditions, so they do not always know how to respond to ob-
stacles that are a natural part of the change process. These challenges can
cause students who are new to activism to become disenchanted, particu-
larly when the obstacles involve persons in positions of authority shutting
down their ideas. Faculty and staff often helped students understand that
these obstacles are a natural part of change and gave some strategies for
addressing their frustrations. On one campus, students wanted to develop
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Figure 3.1. Continuum of Faculty and Staff Involvement

a leadership program, but the administration responded that they would
not provide any support for the effort. The student leaders of the project
felt they had tried many strategies but did not make any progress, so they
wanted to just give up. Faculty in ethnic studies, political science, and so-
ciology who had mentored the students to develop the proposal and staff in
student affairs involved in service learning and civic engagement hosted a
retreat for the student activists. At the retreat, they shared their own stories
about failed attempts and the obstacles they overcame, which sometimes
seemed insurmountable at the time, to create changes on their campuses.
For example, some spoke about the struggles over 10 years to get multi-
culturalism added to the curriculum. By hearing faculty and staff describe
their own “war stories,” the students began to feel more empowered; they
saw past their short-term setbacks and understood that through time and
effort, they could realize their own goals for change.

Approaches to Working With Students

In addition to identifying some of the different ways faculty and staff foster
students’ development by assisting them with their activism, we also learned
about how faculty and staff preferred to work with students. A study by
Gaston-Gayles et al. (2004) noted that we need to better understand how
faculty and staff effectively negotiate the tenuous position of being activists
working alongside students given their roles as employees of their institu-
tions. In each of the examples described previously, how directly or indi-
rectly faculty and staff participated in the students’ activism varied along a
continuum with three key points, shown in Figure 3.1. First, some worked
overtly with students and operated in the open by joining in protests and
direct action. These more overt forms of involvement included faculty and
staff calling for a meeting with the administration, sponsoring a major cam-
pus protest or forums, cowriting an editorial for a campus newspaper or
regional newspaper, and the like. Second, they worked as collaborators but
were less overtly involved and open in their role and activism strategies.
Some faculty or staff might be aware a faculty activist is a club adviser,
but many others would not be cognizant. Also, they would not be involved
in protests and other similar activities. Third, faculty and staff were more
or less behind the scenes so that other campus stakeholders may not have
known who was involved and who was serving informally and unofficially
as mentors to and advocates for the protest. The involvement of faculty
and staff largely went unnoticed by others; the activism was seen as being
a student-initiated and student-led effort.
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On the continuum, faculty and staff tended to work behind the scenes
or in the middle of the continuum as advisers and collaborators, rather
than more overtly and openly, particularly when politically charged issues
were involved. When the issue at the heart of the students’ activism posed
risks for their involvement (e.g., advocating for a position that might af-
fect alumni giving or trustee support), faculty and staff felt a measured ap-
proach made more sense. They noted a desire to emphasize their roles as
educators and less as activists. Faculty and staff expressed a preference for
working with students through institutional channels and in educationally
oriented ways; a goal of their participation was to foster student develop-
ment by helping students to interpret the landscape, expand their repertoire
of strategies, and consider alternatives or supplements to more direct forms
of activism. Faculty and staff partners were less likely to be disparaged if
they worked with students on issues or in ways that they could argue were
educationally relevant, related to student development, and in which fac-
ulty and staff could demonstrate they were teaching the students important
skills. Many faculty and staff commented how participating in activism in
overt ways opened them up more to criticism from the administration and
their colleagues.

It is important to note that because faculty and staff prefer to be more
behind the scenes, it may not appear they are actively involved with students
on campuses. It is therefore critical to reinforce the many formal or informal
roles they have as advisers to campus groups, creating opportunities to raise
consciousness in the classroom, and providing mentorship.

Characteristics of Campuses That Foster Greater Collective
Action

Our study also revealed campus characteristics and practices that support
collective action and can lead to these more robust learning outcomes for
students, including a supportive institutional mission, curricula and cocur-
ricula that foster forms of activism, the existence or creation of networks of
activists, and hiring activists and socializing new employees to understand
the importance of activism to student learning. While a campus environ-
ment does not need to have all of these characteristics, most of them are
present on campuses where collective action is more the norm. Efforts to
help incorporate these features on other campuses can help to improve the
ability for faculty and staff to partner with students as a way to support their
learning and development.

Mission. First, on these campuses student activism and leadership
are seen as a primary objective; they are part of the mission and goals.
Campus leaders in the study noted the connection of activism with politi-
cal engagement and made conscious efforts to support the development of
these skills. Leaders would speak about activism as a natural part of campus
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learning and encourage participation as a way to enact democratic involve-
ment at events such as convocation, orientation, and graduation. Campus
leaders also invite activists to campus to give speeches at major events.
Leaders also encouraged faculty and staff to play the role of mentors, guides,
and advisers for students.

Formal and Informal Curriculum. When an institution’s mission
and goals are oriented toward fostering activism as a form of civic engage-
ment, informal and formal curricula emphasizing grassroots leadership and
activism are developed in a more organic way to support those objectives,
too. Many faculty in the study talked about how their formal curriculum
included learning the skills to be activists such as strategies, consciousness-
raising activities, or how to navigate power relations. Others, who were
advisers to student clubs, noted how they saw themselves as informally
teaching students about activist skills, no matter what the content or focus
of the student club happened to be. Faculty and staff also described how
they met informally over lunches and discussion groups to talk about ap-
proaches and strategies they would use with students to help them learn to
be an activist or engaged citizen in society. They shared tips around develop-
ing a successful curriculum and cocurriculum aimed at fostering collective
action.

Networks. Another feature that supports collective action is when
individuals on campus create networks to connect faculty, staff, and stu-
dents with similar interests—be it sustainability, immigration reform, mul-
ticulturalism, political engagement, interdisciplinarity, wellness, or work-
life balance. Campuses where activism is a part of the ethos create channels
for communication so that people with similar interests can connect with
each other. They also try to develop informal pathways for meeting (e.g.,
lunch groups, book groups) where people can meet on their shared topic
of interest from time to time and think about ways to address a concern
like sustainability; this may grow to involve various forms of activism over
time.

Hiring and Socialization. Such campuses also tend to hire individ-
uals who have a history or experience as a student or community activist.
Hiring committees looked for people who had made changes in other com-
munities or organizations that they had been a part of and saw this as a
desirable feature for their new colleagues. Furthermore, once people were
hired they could be mentored by others who have an appreciation of how
the campus and local community operates, helping them to navigate these
environments to be an effective activist. One way to socialize new members
of the campus community that was noted in the study was through hold-
ing events that involve discussion of issues that people are passionate about.
On these campuses, groups routinely sponsored talks and speakers that fea-
tured themes of political participation and activism; they were constantly
engaged in discussion about the important issues of the time, whether it
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was human rights, immigration, sustainability, poverty, or matters of public
health.

Conclusion

In this chapter, we have focused on demonstrating the benefits of collective
action among campus activists for student learning. Reviewing the various
types of learning outcomes helps faculty and staff identify some of the roles
they might play and ways to focus their efforts. We also demonstrated fac-
ulty and staff members’ desire to play a more behind-the-scenes role or be
a collaborator/mentor/adviser, positions that were seen as less politically
dangerous and perhaps as more educationally defensible. In this behind-
the-scenes role, they found themselves less open to critique from internal
and external campus stakeholders. In the last section, we highlighted ways
administrators and leaders might support this learning through the cam-
pus mission and goals, curricular and cocurricular realignment, creation of
campus networks, and hiring and socialization processes. Collective action
among faculty, staff, and students furthers student development and learn-
ing. Furthermore, collective action also helps campuses meet their mission
of political engagement and democratic involvement and participation. We
hope to encourage all stakeholders on campus to foster collective activism
for the many benefits it affords students.

Note
1. In order to understand more about faculty and staff grassroots leadership/activism

(we use these two terms interchangeably), we conducted case studies of five typical
institutions of higher education representing different sectors (community college, lib-
eral arts college, private research university, technical university, and regional public
university—two were unionized, three were not) assuming that grassroots leadership
might differ by institutional type. We are interested in examining and understanding the
bottom-up leadership efforts of faculty and staff working within “typical” institutions of
higher education (i.e., those institutions not characterized by an institutional commit-
ment to innovation, activism, and change). We interviewed 165 grassroots leaders—84
staff and 81 faculty members—at five different institutions (typically 33 individuals per
institution) engaged in grassroots leadership.
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